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clime and age walk of life; and, while doing so, rarely
obscures the effect or lowers the standard of literary art
His travels in different parts of India give him a large
sketch-book from which to portray life and nature, and by
patient observation he has collected quite a museum of
human and local finds. His stories are often prefaced by
a graphic description of the scene in which the plot is laid.
It is this ever-widening hunt for the beautiful and the
romantic which has led him to adopt the short story as a
medium. His best stories fulfil all the requirements of art
They are organic literary creations, called into life by a few
deft strokes on a small canvas, bringing out only one situa-
tion and dominated by a single feeling, sentiment or out-
look. Sometimes his characters are drawn feebly, and lack the
living touch. At places, execution is uneven or conversa-
tion falls below the standard. But he excels in preserv-
ing for the printed story the old world flavour of a story
not read but narrated. The present-day public which more
often than not reads a story, finds in Dhamaketu's pages
the breathless pleasure of hearing a well-told tale.
II
His tender sympathy invests the poor, the lowly and the
innocent with a romantic halo; often a common-place inci-
dent of village life is lit up with pathos. The author's love
for the village, however, is a little aggressive. Village is
heaven; city, hell. Life in the former is uniformly good
and honest, happy, hospitable and noble; in the city' owners
and masters are robbers in whose shadow these clerks and
tenants, hungry and miserable, dwell' In describing
rural life he is in his element. We find in his pages the
shepherd and his wife aglow with the same high strung
emotion and passion which is generally the privilege of the
cultured and the artistic to feel Like a true romantic
author, DhQmketu defies the shackles of realism.
Ill
A few of the subjects which he has successfully dealt
with are: The old coachman waiting day after day for his
daughter's letter which comes but a day too late; the old
railway signaller who prefers to die than leave the little
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